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Abstract
We consider the maximum generalised network &ow problem and a supply-scaling algorithmic
framework for this problem. We present three network-modi.cation operations, which may sig-
ni.cantly decrease the size of the network when the remaining node supplies become small. We
use these three operations in Goldfarb et al.’s supply-scaling algorithm and prove an O˜(m2n logB)
bound on the running time of the resulting algorithm. The previous best time bounds on comput-
ing maximum generalised &ows are the O(m1:5n2 logB) bound of Kapoor and Vaidya’s algorithm
based on the interior-point method, and the O˜(m3 logB) bound of Goldfarb et al.’s algorithm.
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1. Introduction
In a generalised &ow network, each arc e has a gain factor (e) associated with it.
If x units of &ow enter arc e, then (e)x units arrive at the other end. Each node has
initially a speci.ed amount of supply of one common commodity. The objective of the
maximum generalised  ow problem is to design &ow which carries these node supplies
through the network to one distinguished node, the sink. The designed &ow must max-
imise the amount of commodity arriving at the sink and cannot violate the capacities
of arcs. This problem models some optimisation problems arising in manufacturing,
transportation and .nancial analysis [1,3,10].
The maximum generalised &ow problem is a special case of linear programming,
so it can be solved by any general-purpose linear programming method. The best
asymptotic time bound on computing maximum generalised &ows using this approach is
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the O(m1:5n2 log B) bound of Kapoor and Vaidya’s algorithm [9,15] which is based on
Karmarkar’s interior-point method. Here n is the number of nodes, m is the number of
arcs, and B is the largest integer in the representations of the capacities and gain factors
of arcs and the supplies at nodes, assuming that these numbers are given as ratios of
two integers. Other generalised &ow algorithms based on the interior-point method, and
matching the time bound of Kapoor and Vaidya’s algorithm, were proposed by Murray
[10] and Kamath and Palmon [8].
The other line of research in designing generalised-&ow algorithms follows the com-
binatorial approach to network &ow problems originated by Ford and Fulkerson [2]. A
combinatorial algorithm for the maximum generalised &ow problem exploits the com-
binatorial structures of the underlying network and of the &ows in this network, and
often uses as subroutines combinatorial algorithms for simpler network problems, such
as the shortest paths problem and the maximum (non-generalised) &ow problem. The
.rst polynomial-time bound on computing maximum generalised &ows by a combina-
torial algorithm was shown by Goldberg et al. [4], and subsequent improvements are
due to Goldfarb and Jin [6], Radzik [12], and Goldfarb, Jin and Orlin [7]. Goldfarb
et al.’s O˜(m3 log B) bound [7] has been the best bound prior to our paper. Nota-
tion O˜( ) hides a factor polylogarithmic in n. The main conclusion of our paper is a
combinatorial algorithm which computes maximum generalised &ows in O˜(m2n log B)
time. This bound improves Kapoor and Vaidya’s bound, if m=O(n2−), and Goldfarb
et al.’s bound, if m=K(n1+), for any constant ¿0.
Goldfarb et al. [7] presented two algorithms which have the following supply-scaling
structure. The computation consists of scaling phases. During the current phase, the re-
maining node supplies are sent in chunks of 
 units towards the sink along the largest
gain paths. The scaling parameter 
 decreases at least by half at the end of each phase.
Each phase has O(m) iterations and each iteration is dominated by one Dijkstra’s single-
source shortest-path computation. We present in this paper three network-modi.cation
operations, which are intended to decrease the size of the network during the com-
putation of a supply-scaling algorithm. If the network does become smaller, then the
subsequent phases may run faster. The .rst operation is a standard operation of con-
tracting nodes, if there is enough arc capacity between them (in both directions) to
accommodate all remaining node supplies. The other two operations are an operation
of by-passing (and removing) some nodes and an operation of shortcutting some paths.
We believe that in practice these operations may signi.cantly decrease the size of the
network and speed-up the computation, but in this paper we focus on the theoretical
question of improving the asymptotic worst-case running time.
The computation of Goldfarb et al.’s algorithms [7] terminates when the remaining
node supplies total to less than B−m, and an optimal &ow is obtained then by simple
post-processing. The node supplies drop below B−m in O(m log B) phases, so the
total running time is O˜(m3 log B). We prove that our network-modi.cation operations
signi.cantly decrease the size of the network when the remaining node supplies become
B−K(n). More precisely, but abstracting from technical details, we show that if the node
supplies are B−K(kn), then the number of arcs can be reduced to O(m=k2). This enables
us to decrease the bound on the total running time of all O(m log B) phases by factor
m=n to the new bound of O˜(m2n log B).
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An essential tool in our analysis is a simple fact that the value of an expression
composed of additions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions of d fractional numbers
with denominators bounded by B is a fractional number with the denominator bounded
by Bd. The absolute value of such a number is either 0 or greater than B−d. We use
this fact in the following way. If the remaining supply at some node is still positive
but less than B−d, then K(d) arcs must “contribute” to the value of this remaining
supply. We show a relation between the number of these contributing arcs and the
reduction of the size of the network achieved by our network modi.cation operations.
2. Denitions
A (generalised  ow) network G=(V; E; t; ; u; ) consists of a set of nodes V , a set
of directed arcs E, a sink, or destination, node t ∈V , a gain function  : E→ (0;∞),
a capacity function u :E→ [0;∞], and a supply function  :V\{t}→ [0;∞). For an
arc e∈E, the positive number (e) is the gain factor or the gain of arc e. For a node
v∈V\{t}; (v) is the (initial) supply at node v. The gain factors are sometimes called
loss/gain factors.
We normally denote an arc from a node v to a node w by ev;w. We allow parallel
arcs e(1)v;w; e
(2)
v;w; : : :, but assume that they have diPerent gain factors (parallel arcs cannot
be replaced with one arc unless their gain factors are equal). We further assume that
all arcs are matched into pairs of reverse arcs, and for each pair of reverse arcs ev;w
and ew; v; (ew; v)= 1=(ev;w). Since we allow arc capacities to be zero, the reverse arcs
are introduced without loss of generality: if we do not have reverse arcs, then we can
add them and set their capacities to zero. The notion of reverse arcs is introduced for
notational convenience in the description of residual networks. We denote by n and
m the number of nodes and the number of arcs in network G. The arc gain factors
and capacities and the node supplies are given as ratios of integers. We denote by B
the largest integer among the enumerators and denominators of these input fractional
numbers. To simplify asymptotic time bounds, we assume that B¿ n. Let E−v and E
+
v
denote the sets of arcs outgoing from v and incoming to v, respectively. If there is an
arc from a node v to a node w, then we call the pair {v; w} an edge. We denote the
set of all edges in network G by QE. The total supply 
=
∑
v∈V\{t} (v) is the sum
of all node supplies.
For a path or a cycle P in a network G, the gain factor of P is equal to (P)=∏
e∈P (e). A cycle P of positive-capacity arcs is called a  ow-generating cycle or a
 ow-absorbing cycle or a 1-gain cycle, depending whether (P) is greater or less or
equal to 1, respectively. If the gain factor of each positive-capacity arc is at most 1,
then we call G a non-gain network. Clearly, a non-gain network does not have any
&ow-generating cycle.
A (generalised)  ow f in a network G is a function f : E→ (−∞;+∞) which
satis.es the following conditions:
(1) Skew symmetry: for each pair of reverse arcs e′; e′′, f(e′′)=−(e′)f(e′).
(2) Capacity constraint: for each arc e; f(e)6u(e).
(3) Flow conservation: for each node v = t, ∑e∈E−v f(e)6(v).
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If f(ev;w) units of &ow enter arc ev;w at node v, then (ev;w)f(ev;w) units arrive at
node w. The actual &ow (of the underlying commodity) is de.ned by those &ow values
f(e) which are positive, while the purpose of the negative &ow values on the reverse
arcs (Condition 1) is only the notational convenience. For example, using Condition
1, the sum in Condition 3 expresses concisely the net- ow outgoing from node v, that
is, the actual &ow outgoing from v minus the actual &ow incoming to v:
∑
e∈E−v ;f(e)¿0
f(e)− ∑
e∈E+v ;f(e)¿0
(e)f(e)
=
∑
e∈E−v ;f(e)¿0
f(e)− ∑
e∈E−v ;f(e)¡0
(−f(e)) = ∑
e∈E−v
f(e):
The value of a  ow f is the net-&ow into the sink t. The maximum generalised
network  ow problem is to compute a &ow in a given network G of the maximum
possible value. Such a &ow is called a maximum  ow or an optimal  ow. For a &ow
f in a network G, the residual capacity of an arc e∈E and the residual supply at a
node v∈V\{t} are de.ned as, respectively,
uf(e) = u(e)− f(e); (1)
f(v) = (v)−
∑
e∈E−v
f(e)
(
= (v) +
∑
e∈E+v
(e)f(e)
)
: (2)
The residual network of a network G with respect to a &ow f in G is the network
Gf =(V; E; t; ; uf; f). Note that a network G can be viewed as the residual network
Gf with respect to &ow f≡ 0. If f′ is a &ow in network Gf, then f + f′ is a &ow
in network G, and the residual networks (Gf)f′ and Gf+f′ are the same. If f′ and
f′′ are &ows in network G, then f′′ − f′ is a &ow in network Gf′ . Thus, an optimal
&ow f′opt in network Gf gives an optimal &ow f
′′
opt =f + f
′
opt in network G. A &ow
f is a maximal  ow, if and only if the residual network Gf does not have any &ow
generating cycle. A residual arc is an arc with positive residual capacity. A residual
path (cycle) is a path (cycle) of residual arcs. To simplify the presentation, we consider
only networks G such that for any &ow f in G, there are residual paths to the sink
t from all other nodes. For such networks, the generalised &ow optimality conditions,
.rst presented by Onaga [11], can be stated in the following way.
Theorem 1. A  ow f in a network G is a maximum  ow, if and only if f is a maximal
 ow and 
f =0 (that is, there are no  ow generating cycles and no positive supplies
in the residual network Gf).
The condition that the sink is always reachable from all other nodes along residual
paths can be satis.ed in the following way. Add to network G n nodes and n arcs
forming a path ending at the sink t, and arcs from all nodes in V\{t} to the beginning
of this path. Setting the capacities of the added arcs to in.nity ensures that whatever
the &ow is, there are always residual paths from all nodes to the sink. Setting the gain
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factors of the added arcs to B−1 ensures that a maximum &ow in the modi.ed network
uses these arcs only when there are some remaining node supplies which cannot be
sent to the sink along the arcs of the original network G. If we have a maximum
&ow in the modi.ed network, then the restriction of this &ow to the original arcs is a
maximum &ow in the original network G. Observe also that the modi.ed network has
R(n) nodes, R(m) arcs and the parameter B is not changed.
A labelling of a network G is a function  : V → (0;∞) with (t)= 1. For a node
v∈V; (v) is called the label of node v. The re-labelled network G=(V; E; t; ; u; )
is network G “normalised” with labelling :
(ev;w) = (ev;w)
(w)
(v)
; u(ev;w) = u(ev;w)(v); (v) = (v)(v):
If f is a &ow in network G, then the same &ow expressed in terms of network G is de-
noted by f, and for each ev;w ∈E; f(ev;w)=f(ev;w)(v). Note that for ≡ 1; G≡G.
If ′ and ′′ are two labellings of G, then networks (G′)′′ and G′′′ are the
same.
If a network Gf does not have &ow generating cycles (that is, if f is a maxi-
mal &ow in G), then the canonical labelling of Gf is de.ned by the maximum gains
of residual paths to the sink. That is, the canonical label (v) is equal to the max-
imum (P) over all residual paths P from v to t. The canonical labelling is well
de.ned since we have assumed that there are always residual paths to the sink from
all other nodes. If  is the canonical labelling of network Gf, then we call the re-
labelled network Gf; a canonical network. For each residual arc ev;w in such network
Gf;; (ev;w)61, because (v)¿(ev;w)(w)= (ev;w)(v). One can verify that  is
the canonical labelling of Gf, if and only if Gf; is a non-gain network and for each
node x, there is a 1-gain residual path in Gf; from x to t. The canonical labelling of
Gf can be computed in O(nm) time by the Bellman–Ford shortest-path algorithm (set
the weight of an arc e to − log ((e)) and compute shortest paths to the sink). If Gf
is a non-gain network, then its canonical labelling can be computed in O˜(m) time us-
ing Dijkstra’s shortest-paths algorithm (generalised &ow algorithms commonly maintain
non-gain re-labelled residual networks). The following theorem is proven in [4] (see
also [7]).
Theorem 2. If f is a maximal  ow in a network G,  is the canonical labelling of
Gf, and 
f;¡B−m, then a maximum generalised  ow in network G can be obtained
by one maximum non-generalised  ow computation in the network Gf; restricted to
the arcs with re-label gain  equal to 1.
If Gf; is a canonical network and 
f;¡B−m, then we call f a near-optimal  ow
in network G. Theorem 2 implies that if we have a near-optimal &ow, then we can
compute an optimal one in O˜(nm) additional time needed for the maximum non-
generalised &ow computation.
For an arbitrary generalised &ow network G, one can compute in O˜(mn2 log B) time
a maximal &ow f0 by cancelling (saturating) all &ow generating cycles [4]. For any
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&ow f in network G, we have (see (2))

f =
∑
v∈V\{t}
f(v)6
∑
v∈V\{t}
(v) +
∑
e∈E
(e)u(e)
6 nB+ mB2 = O(mB2): (3)
For any canonical network Gf; and any node v∈V\{t}; (v) is equal to the gain of a
simple path, so B−(n−1)6(v)6Bn−1. This and bound (3) imply that 
f;=O(mBn+1).
In particular, the total supply in the canonical network Gf0 ; 0 is 
f0 ; 0 =O(mB
n+1),
and we will use this bound in the analysis of the running time of generalised-&ow
algorithms.
If reverse arcs ev;w and ew; v have both positive capacities, then we call them active
arcs and the edge {v; w} an active edge. If G is a non-gain network, then the gain
factors of active arcs ev;w and ew; v must be both equal to 1 ((ev;w)61, (ew; v)61
and (ev;w)(ew; v)= 1). We call a non-gain network G a basic non-gain network, if
it does not contain a cycle of active edges, does not contain a path of active edges
between two nodes with positive supplies, and does not contain a path of active edges
between a node with positive supply and the sink. If Gf′ ;  is a non-gain network, then
we can convert the maximal &ow f′ into another maximal &ow f′′ such that Gf′′ ; 
is a basic non-gain network. This is done by cancelling cycles of active edges and
paths of active edges between a node with positive residual supply and another node
with positive residual supply or the sink. Cancelling a cycle of active edges means
sending &ow along this cycle to saturate at least one arc. If an active cycle has in.nite
capacity in one direction, then it can be contracted into a single node. Cancelling a
path of active edges means sending &ow along this path to saturate at least one arc or
to remove residual supply from one end node v of the path, v = t. Such cancelling of
cycles and paths can be completed in O(nm) time using the depth-.rst search, and in
O(m log n) time, if the Sleator–Tarjan dynamic-tree data structure [13] is used during
the depth-.rst search. (For an equivalent de.nition of a basic non-gain network, call
a network Gf basic, if and only if f is a vertex of the polytope of &ows in G. Then
Gf; is a basic non-gain network, if and only if it is both a non-gain network and a
basic network.)
3. An underlying approximation algorithm
Let REDUCESUPPLY(G;f; ) be a procedure which takes a &ow network G, a maximal
&ow f in G and the canonical labelling  of Gf, and computes a maximal &ow f′ in
G and the canonical labelling ′ of Gf′ such that

f′ ;′ 6 
f;=2: (4)
Algorithm A(G) shown in Fig. 1 computes a near-optimal &ow f in a network
G by repeatedly applying procedure REDUCESUPPLY. Let T (n; m) be a bound on the
running time of procedure REDUCESUPPLY. The total supply 
f0 ; 0 in network Gf0 ; 0 is
O(mBn+1) (see Section 2), and (4) says that each iteration of algorithm A reduces the
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Fig. 1. Algorithm A(G). Output: a near optimal &ow f in network G.
total supply 
f; at least by half. Hence, algorithm A computes a near-optimal &ow in
O(log (mBn+1=B−m))=O(m log B) iterations, or in O˜(mn2 log B)+O(T (n; m)m log B)
total time (the .rst term is the bound on the running time of the computation of the
initial maximal &ow f0). Goldfarb et al. [7] introduced this algorithmic framework A
and showed two diPerent procedures REDUCESUPPLY. Each of them consists of O(m)
iterations, and each iteration is dominated by Dijkstra’s shortest-path computation, so
T (n; m)= O˜(m2). Thus Goldfarb et al. [7] showed that a near-optimal &ow can be
computed in O˜(m3 log B) time (and a maximum generalised &ow can be computed
within the same time bound; see Theorem 2). We prove in this paper the following
main theorem.
Theorem 3. A near-optimal  ow in network G can be computed in O˜(mn2 log B+m2)
+ O(T (n; m)n log B) time, assuming that the bounding function T (n; m) increases in
the following way:
T (n1; cm)6 cT (n2; m) if n1 6 n2 and c6 1: (5)
Theorem 3 implies that using Goldfarb et al.’s REDUCESUPPLY procedures, near-
optimal &ows can be computed in O˜(m2n log B) time, so the main conclusion of our
paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 4. A maximum generalised  ow can be computed in O˜(m2n log B) time.
We obtain an algorithm A′ with the running time as claimed in Theorem 3 by
modifying algorithm A. The idea is to keep reducing the size of the intermediate
canonical networks Gf; by periodically applying three operations described later in
Sections 4.2–4.4. The input to these operations is a non-gain or a basic non-gain
network G, depending on the operation, and the output is a non-gain network H . The
set of nodes of H is a subset of the set of nodes of G, but the set of arcs of H is not
necessary a subset of the set of arcs of G. For the correctness of algorithm A′ and
the analysis of its running time, the following properties of our network-modi.cation
operations will be important.
(1) The input and the output networks G and H have the same node supplies (that is,
each node which is in both G and H has the same supply in both networks and
each node which is in G but not in H has zero supply in G).
(2) If the input network G is a basic canonical network, then so is the output
network H .
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(3) If f′ is a maximal &ow in network H and ′ is the canonical labelling of Hf′ ,
then there is a simple way of obtaining a maximal &ow f in network G and the
canonical labelling  of Gf such that the canonical networks Hf′ ; ′ and Gf; have
the same node supplies.
4. Reducing the size of network
4.1. Large-capacity arcs
For a non-gain network G, we say that an arc e has large capacity if u(e)¿
, and
small capacity otherwise. The following lemma implies that large capacities can be
assumed to be in.nity.
Lemma 5. If G is a non-gain network and e is a large-capacity arc in G, then
for every  ow f in G which is not positive on any directed cycle containing arc e;
f(e)¡u(e).
The validity of Lemma 5 comes from the following intuition. The &ow f(e) on arc
e must come from the node supplies and since the gain factors of positive-capacity
arcs are at most 1, these supplies can only diminish while passing through the network.
Lemma 5 can be easily proven by a formalisation of this intuition using a decomposition
theorem for generalised &ows (see [4,12] for such theorems). If G′ is a non-gain
network obtain from a non-gain network G by changing a large capacity of an arc to
in.nity and f′ is a maximal &ow in G′, then the removal of &ow from 1-gain cycles
gives a maximal &ow f in G. In particular, a maximum &ow in G′ gives in this way
a maximum &ow in G. We describe in the next section and in the following three
subsections how we use the notion of large capacities to modify a network in order to
reduce its size.
Let G be a non-gain network. If there are two or more large-capacity parallel arcs
e(1)v;w; e
(2)
v;w; : : : in G, then the lemma below implies that each maximal &ow in G must
be equal to 0 on all these arcs except possibly on the one with the largest gain factor.
Thus, we can remove all these arcs (and their reverse arcs) except the one with the
largest gain factor.
Lemma 6. Let G be a non-gain network with two large-capacity arcs e(1)v;w and e
(2)
v;w,
and let (e(1)v;w)¿(e
(2)
v;w). For each maximal  ow f in G, f(e
(2)
v;w)= 0.
Proof. Let e(2)w; v be the reverse arc to e
(2)
v;w. We have 1=(e
(2)
w; v)= (e
(2)
v;w)¡(e
(1)
v;w)61, so
(e(2)w; v)¿1, which implies that u(e
(2)
w; v)= 0 (in a non-gain network, the gain factors of
positive capacity arcs are at most 1), so f(e(2)v;w)¿0. We assume that f(e
(2)
v;w)¿0, and
show that this implies that &ow f is not maximal. Since f(e(2)v;w)¿0, e
(2)
w; v is a residual
arc in Gf. If f(e
(1)
w; v)¡u(e
(1)
w; v), then arcs e
(1)
w; v and e
(2)
w; v form a &ow-generating cycle in
Gf, so &ow f is not maximal. If f(e
(1)
v;w)= u(e
(1)
v;w), then Lemma 5 implies that f is
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positive on a cycle  containing e(1)v;w. The cycle reverse to  with arc e
(1)
w; v replaced
with arc e(2)w; v is a &ow-generating cycle in Gf (the gain of each arc on this cycle is at
least 1 and the gain of arc e(2)w; v is greater than 1), so &ow f is not maximal.
4.2. Contracting large-capacity edges
Let G be a non-gain network. If the capacities of a pair of reverse arcs ev;w and ew; v
are both large, then we call edge {v; w} a large-capacity edge or a contractable edge.
Observe that arcs ev;w and ew; v are active, so their gain factors must be equal to 1. To
contract a large-capacity edge {v; w}, where w = t and (w)= 0, means to create a new
network H by modifying network G in the following way. For each arc adjacent to
node w, replace the end node w with node v. Then remove node w from the network.
The arc gains, arc capacities and node supplies in H are the same as in G.
For a basic non-gain network G, let QFa⊆ QE and QFc⊆ QFa denote the set of active
edges and the set of contractable edges, respectively. By de.nition, a basic network
does not have a cycle of active edges, so the undirected graphs (V; QFa) and (V; QFc)
are forests. A component C ⊆V of network G is a connected component of forest
(V; QFa), and a strong component C ⊆V is a connected component of forest (V; QFc).
A component of G contains at most one node which has positive supply or is the
sink t (this is another consequence of the de.nition of a basic network). Let H be
the basic non-gain network obtained from network G by contracting all contractable
edges (all edges in QFc), removing loop arcs, and removing all arcs but one from each
set of parallel large-capacity arcs (as described in Section 4.1). We will refer to this
whole three-part operation as contracting all contractable edges. This operation can be
implemented so that its running time is O(m). A strong component C of network G
contracts to one node r ∈C. We say that this node r represents strong component C in
network H . If t ∈C, then r= t, and if C contains a node with positive supply, then r is
this node. Otherwise r is an arbitrary node in C. The node supplies in network H are
clearly the same as in network G, and if G is a basic canonical network, then so is H .
Let Gˆ be the network G with the capacities of the arcs of all contractable edges
changed to in.nity. If f′ is a maximal &ow in network H , then in O(n) time we can
extend f′ to a maximal &ow fˆ in network Gˆ by connecting &ow along the arcs of the
edges in QFc. We obtain the canonical labelling  of network Gˆfˆ from the canonical
labelling ′ of network Hf′ by setting (v) to the label ′ of the node in H which
represents the strong component of G containing v. The canonical networks Hf′ ; ′ and
Gˆfˆ;  have the same node supplies. Modify &ow fˆ by removing &ow from directed
cycles to obtain a maximal &ow f in G. The canonical networks Gf; and Hf′ ; ′ have
the same node supplies.
4.3. By-passing and removing free nodes
The operation of contracting all contractable edges may not succeed on its own in
reducing the size of the network. Even if we have a residual network with a very
small remaining total supply (so with many large-capacity arcs), we may still have
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only relatively few contractable edges. In this subsection, we describe our second net-
work modi.cation operation applicable to a non-gain network G. We say that a node
v∈V\{t} is free, if it does not have positive supply ((v)= 0) and for each pair of
reverse arcs adjacent to v, the capacity of one of them is large and the capacity of the
other one is zero. Let Vfree ∪Vnon-free =V be the partitioning of the set of nodes into
the free nodes and the non-free nodes. A free node v∈Vfree can be removed from the
network in the following way. For each pair of positive (hence large) capacity arcs ex; v
and ev; z, add a new arc ex; z with in.nite capacity and gain equal to (ex; v)(ev; z), and
add the zero-capacity arc ez; x reverse to arc ex; z. For each set of parallel large-capacity
arcs, remove all of them except the one with the largest gain factor. Then remove from
the network node v and all arcs adjacent to it. For each &ow in the obtained non-gain
network, there is a naturally corresponding &ow in the original network G (re-route
the &ow from the added arc ex; z onto arcs ex; v and ev; z).
The removal of all free nodes by iteratively applying the above procedure is equiv-
alent to the following computation. For each pair of non-free nodes x and z, add a
new in.nite-capacity arc ex; z and a zero-capacity reverse arc ez; x. The gain factor of
the added arc ex; z is equal to the largest gain of a path in G from x to z which passes
only through free nodes. If there is no such path, then do not introduce arc ex; z. The
gain factors of all new arcs can be computed in O˜(mn′) time, where n′= |Vnon-free|, by
applying Dijkstra’s single-destination shortest-paths algorithm to each non-free node
as the destination. Then remove all free nodes, their adjacent arcs, and all arcs but
one from each set of parallel large-capacity arcs. We call this whole computation the
operation of removal of all free nodes. Let H denote the non-gain network obtained
from a non-gain network G by this operation. The node supplies are clearly the same
in H as in G, and if G is a basic canonical network, then so is H . If we have stored
the n′ largest-gain-path trees computed to set the gain factors of the new arcs, and we
have a maximal &ow f′ in network H , then we can compute a maximal &ow f in
network G in O(nn′)=O(n2) time in the following way. For each node z in H , move
the &ow from the added arcs ex; z onto the arcs of the largest-gain-path tree rooted at
z. Update the &ow on the arcs of the tree starting from the leaves for the running time
of O(n) per one tree. Finally, remove &ow from directed cycles to ensure that no large
capacity in network G is violated. For the nodes in Vnon-free, the canonical labelling 
of Gf is the same as the canonical labelling ′ of Hf′ . The labels  of the nodes in
Vfree can be computed in O˜(m) time using Dijkstra’s shortest-paths algorithm. Clearly,
the node supplies in networks Hf′ ; ′ and Gf; are the same.
4.4. Shortcutting small reverse- ow paths
In this subsection, we .rst give an example of an obstacle which may make the op-
erations of the previous two subsections inePective, and then propose our third network
modi.cation operation, which overcomes such obstacles.
Let G be a network with a long directed path R such that all arcs reverse to the arcs
on this path have zero capacity. Let f be a maximal &ow in G and  be the canonical
labelling of Gf such that f(e) is the same small positive value for each arc e on
path R. In network Gf;, all edges of path R are non-contractable (the arcs reverse to
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Fig. 2. Shortcutting a small reverse-&ow path P from v to w (dash arcs). Only the positive-capacity arcs
adjacent to the path are shown. The arcs on the path have the same, small capacity, while the other arcs
have large capacities.
the arcs on R have small residual capacities) and clearly none of the nodes on path
R is free. Thus, if such a case persists throughout the computation of a maximum
generalised &ow algorithm A, then the operations introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.3
may not help in reducing the size of the network. Next we describe an operation of
“shortcutting” such paths, which may make the intermediate nodes of the path free.
Our description does not refer explicitly to a &ow and a residual network, but in
generalised-&ow algorithms this operation would be applied to residual networks.
Let G be a non-gain network, and let P be a directed path from a node v to a node
w of length at least two and such that the capacities of all arcs on the path are the
same, small and positive, and the capacities of all arcs reverse to the arcs on P are
large (see Fig. 2). We call such a path P a small reverse- ow path because it would
occur as the reverse residual path of a small &ow from node w to node v. Observe that
the arcs on P are active, so their gain factors are equal to 1. (If network G here is
the canonical residual network Gf; from the example given in the previous paragraph,
then path P is the path reverse to path R.) We modify network G by adding a new arc
ev;w with the capacity equal to the capacity of path P and with the gain factor equal
to 1. We also add a zero capacity reverse arc ew; v and set the capacities of the arcs on
P to zero. Observe that if there are no positive supplies at the intermediate nodes on
P and all positive-capacity arcs adjacent to these nodes other than the arcs of P have
large capacities, then this shortcutting operation makes free all intermediate nodes on
P other than the sink (if the sink is on P). For us this will be precisely the purpose
of using this operation: make more free nodes and then remove all of them.
The obtained network H is a non-gain network with the same node supplies as in
network G, and if G is a basic canonical network, then so is H . Let f′ be a maximal
&ow in network H , and let  be the canonical labelling of Hf′ . Let fˆ be a maximal
&ow in H obtained from &ow f′ by removal of &ow from directed cycles. Let f be
the following &ow in G: f(e)= fˆ(e) + fˆ(ev;w) and f(e′)= fˆ(e′) + fˆ(ew; v), for each
arc e on path P and arc e′ reverse to e, and f(e)= fˆ(e), for all other arcs in G.
Networks Hf′ ; ; Hfˆ;  and Gf; have the same node supplies. The following lemma
implies that f is a maximal &ow in G and  is the canonical labelling of Gf.
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Lemma 7. There is a residual path in Hfˆ from a node p to a node q with gain g, if
and only if, there is a residual path in Gf from p to q with gain g.
Proof. The arcs reverse to the arcs of path P are residual in both networks Hfˆ and Gf,
because their capacities are large. Thus, the only diPerences between networks Hfˆ and
Gf are of the following two types. One or both of the arcs ev;w and ew; v are residual
in Hfˆ, while they are not present in Gf; and there may be arcs of path P which are
residual in Gf but not in Hfˆ.
Let Q be a residual path from p to q in Hfˆ. If Q does not contain arc ev;w or arc
ew; v, then it must be also a residual path in Gf. If Q contains arc ev;w, then path Q′
obtained from path Q by replacing this arc with path P is a residual path from p to q
in Gf (if ev;w is residual in Hfˆ, then all arcs of P are residual in Gf). Paths Q and Q
′
have the same gain. If Q contains arc ew; v, then path Q′ obtained from Q by replacing
this arc with the path reverse to path P is a residual path from p to q in Gf, and
paths Q and Q′ have the same gain.
Now let Q be a residual path from p to q in Gf. If Q does not contain an arc
from P which is not residual in Hfˆ, then Q is also a residual path in Hfˆ. Assume
therefore that Q contains an arc ex;y from P which is not residual in Hfˆ. For each
such arc, fˆ(ey; x)= 0 (otherwise ex;y would be residual in Hfˆ) and fˆ(ev;w)¡u(ev;w) (if
fˆ(ey; x)= 0 and fˆ(ev;w)= u(ev;w), then ex;y would not be residual in Gf). Let  denote
the residual cycle in Hfˆ formed by arc ev;w and the path reverse to path P. Let Q
′ be
the path obtained from path Q by replacing each arc ex;y from Q∪P with the path
 − {ey; x}. Q′ is a residual path from p to q and has the same gain as path Q.
An arc e on a small reverse-&ow path and the arc reverse to it form an active
edge. If G is a basic non-gain network, then the active edges form a forest QFa. We
identify in O(m) time all active arcs and then we identify in O(n) time all maximal
(that is, non-extendible) small reverse-&ow paths such that the intermediate nodes have
degree two in forest QFa (observe that these paths are pairwise arc disjoint and uniquely
de.ned). By shortcutting small reverse- ow paths in a basic non-gain network G we
mean shortcutting all these maximal small reverse-&ow paths. The running time of this
operation is O(m).
4.5. Putting it all together: procedure SHRINK
Let G be a basic non-gain network. Procedure SHRINK(G) modi.es network G by
executing the following steps:
(1) Contract all contractable edges in G to obtain a basic non-gain network G(1) (the
running time of O(m)).
(2) Shortcut small reverse-&ow paths in the basic non-gain network G(1) to obtain a
basic non-gain network G(2) (the running time of O(m)).
(3) Remove all free nodes from network G(2) to obtain a basic non-gain network G(3)
(the running time of O˜(mn)).
(4) Return network G(3) or the initial network G, whichever has fewer arcs.
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The O˜(nm) bound on the running time of step (3) is also a bound on the running
time of the whole procedure. The node supplies in networks G and G(3) are the same,
and G(3) is a basic non-gain network. If G is a basic canonical network, then so is
G(3). If we have a maximal &ow f′ in G(3) and the canonical labelling ′ of G(3)f′ ,
then we can compute in O(n2 + m) time a maximal &ow f in G and the canonical
labelling  of Gf such that networks Gf; and G
(3)
f′ ; ′ have the same node supplies.
Fig. 3 illustrates procedure SHRINK(Gf;), where Gf; is a basic canonical network with
small residual supply.
We modify algorithm A(G) described in Section 3 into the algorithm A′(G) shown
in Fig. 4. Algorithm A′ maintains a maximal &ow f in network G and the canonical
labelling  of network Gf. One stage of the algorithm—one iteration of the outer
loop—consists of the following computation. We .rst modify the current maximal
&ow f so that Gf; becomes a basic canonical network. Then we apply procedure
SHRINK to network Gf; and denote by H the obtained basic canonical network. Next
we apply q times procedure REDUCESUPPLY to network H and obtain a maximal &ow
f′ in H and the canonical labelling ′ of Hf′ . From &ow f′ and labelling ′ in H
we compute a maximal &ow Qf in Gf and the canonical labelling new of Gfnew , where
fnew =f + Qf (new =  Q, where Q is the canonical labelling of Gfnew ;  derived from
the canonical labelling ′ of Hf′). The new &ow and labelling in network G at the
end of the stage are fnew and new. At the beginning of the stage the node supplies in
networks Gf; and H are the same, and at the end of the stage the node supplies in
networks Hf′ ; ′ and Gfnew ; new are the same. Hence, one stage of algorithm A′ reduces
the total supply 
G;f; at least by factor 2−q (one stage of algorithm A′ corresponds
to q iterations of algorithm A).
To show a better asymptotic bound on the running time of algorithm A′ than the
bound for algorithm A, we have to know when procedure SHRINK provably reduces
the size of the network. The following theorem says that the size of the network does
decrease, if the total residual supply is exponentially small.
Theorem 8. There exists a constant )¿0 such that if Gf; is a basic canonical net-
work, 
f;6B−3kn, and 16k6m=n, then procedure SHRINK(Gf;) returns a canon-
ical network with at most n nodes and at most min{m; 2n2; [()m)=(kn)]2}
arcs.
Using Theorem 8, we now prove a bound on the running time of algorithm A′,
which immediately implies Theorem 3. We prove Theorem 8 in Sections 5
and 6.
Theorem 9. There exists a constant c such that if q= cn log B and the bound
T (n; m) on the running time of procedure REDUCESUPPLY satis<es (5), then the running
time of algorithm A′(G), excluding the computation of the initial maximal  ow f0
and the labelling 0, is O(T (n; m)n log B) + O˜(m2).
Proof. We number the stages of algorithm A′ from 0 and denote by fk and k the
maximal &ow in G and the canonical labelling of Gfk at the beginning of stage k. For
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Fig. 3. Illustration of procedure SHRINK(Gf; ), where Gf;  is a basic canonical network with small residual
supply. Zero-capacity arcs are not shown. Each non-contractable active edge has one small-capacity arc and
one large capacity arc (see Lemma 14). Path 〈a; i; z; x〉 in G(1) is shortcut in G(2). The free nodes in G(2)
are: i; z; q and k.
each stage k¿0,

fk+1 ;k+1 6 2
−q
fk ;k 6 B
−cn
fk ;k : (6)
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Fig. 4. Algorithm A′(G). Output: a near-optimal &ow f in G.
The total supply 
f0 ; 0 at the beginning of stage 0 is O(mB
n+1), so (6) implies that
for a suitably large constant c and for k¿1,

fk ;k 6 B
−cnk
f0 ;0 = B
−cnkO(mBn+1)6 B−3kn: (7)
Inequality (7) implies that the total residual supply 
f; drops below the B−m threshold
by the beginning of stage K = m=(3n). Let nk and mk be the numbers of nodes and
arcs in the network computed by procedure SHRINK(Gfk ;k ), that is, in the network used
during stage k. Theorem 8 implies that nk6n and
mk 6 min
{
m; 2n2;
()m)2
(kn)2
}
: (8)
The running time of stage k is at most T (nk ; mk)cn log B, for the cn log B appli-
cations of procedure REDUCESUPPLY, plus O˜(nm) for all other computation. Thus, the
running time of algorithm A′ is at most K · O˜(nm)= O˜(m2) plus cn log B times
K−1∑
k=0
T (nk ; mk) =
K−1∑
k=0
T
(
nk ;
mk
m
m
)
6
T (n; m)
m
K−1∑
k=0
mk: (9)
The inequality in (9) follows from property (5) of function T (n; m). We show that∑K−1
k=1 mk =O(m) (note that m06m). Let K0 = )m=n2 (there may be parallel arcs in
G so we may have m¿n2). If K0¿1, then K062)m=n2 and, using the second bound
of (8), we have
K0−1∑
k=1
mk 6 2n2K0 6 4)m = O(m):
We bound the sum
∑K−1
k=K0 mk using the third bound of (8) and the fact that∑∞
i=p 1=i
2 =R(1=p).
K−1∑
k=K0
mk 6
K−1∑
k=K0
()m)2
(kn)2
=
()m)2
n2
K−1∑
k=K0
1
k2
6 )mK0
∞∑
k=K0
1
k2
= O(m):
This concludes the proof of Theorem 9.
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5. Size of strong components when residual supply is very small
In this section, we prove lemmas which we need for proving Theorem 8. For a
set of nodes C ⊆V , de.ne its degree deg(C) as the number of arcs with at least
one end in C. The proof of Theorem 8 is based on Lemmas 11–13, which say that
when the total residual supply is exponentially small, then a strong component of a
certain type must have large degree. These three lemmas consider three diPerent types
of strong components. The reason for looking at the degrees of strong components is
that if the strong components have large degrees, then there cannot be too many of
them, so the network computed by procedure SHRINK cannot have too many nodes (the
details of this argument are in Section 6). The proofs of Lemmas 11–13 are based on
Lemma 10, which gives an expression on the balance of &ow at a subset of nodes, and
on the following observation. To obtain a positive number less then B−d by applying
additions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions to the fractional input numbers, we
have to use at least d of those numbers. We also need Lemma 14, which says that
when the total residual supply is very small, at least one arc in each pair of reverse
arcs must have large residual capacity. A bidirectional tree T ⊆E spanning a set of
nodes C ⊆V; C = ∅, consists of |C| − 1 pairs of reverse arcs spanning C.
Lemma 10. Let T be a bidirectional tree in a network G spanning a non-empty set
of nodes C ⊆V . Let r be an arbitrary node in C, and for a node v∈C, let Pv⊆T
denote the tree path from v to the root r. If f is a  ow in network G, then the
following equation holds:∑
v∈C
f(v) (Pv)−
∑
v∈C
(v)(Pv) +
∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v \T
f(e)(Pv) = 0: (10)
Proof. From the de.nition of the residual supplies (2), for each v ∈ V ,
f(v)− (v) +
∑
e∈E−v
f(e) = 0: (11)
For each v∈C, multiply (11) by (Pv) and add all equations together to get∑
v∈C
f(v)(Pv)−
∑
v∈C
(v)(Pv) +
∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v
f(e)(Pv) = 0:
In the double sum above, take aside the terms corresponding to the arcs in T :∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v
f(e)(Pv) =
∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v \T
f(e)(Pv) +
∑
ex;y∈T
f(ex;y)(Px):
Conclude the proof by observing that the last sum above is equal to zero. Indeed, by
the skew symmetry of &ows, the pair of terms in this sum corresponding to a pair of
reverse arcs ex;y and ey; x in T cancels out:
f(ex;y)(Px) = −f(ey;x)(ey;x)(Px) = −f(ey;x)(Py):
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Fig. 5. A strong component of Lemma 11. Black nodes are in C, white nodes are adjacent to C. Only
positive residual-capacity arcs are shown; the tree arcs in bold.
Lemma 11. Let Gf; be a basic canonical network and let C ⊆V\{t} be a strong
component of Gf; with the following properties. There are no active non-contractable
edges adjacent to C (that is, C is also a component) and there is a positive supply
at one node in C. Under these conditions, if an integer d is such that d¿n and

f;6B−3d, then the degree of set C is at least d.
Proof. Let r be the node in C which has positive supply (by de.nition, a component
may have at most one such node) and let T be the bidirectional tree of active arcs
spanning C (see Fig. 5). Eq. (10) becomes here
f(r)−
∑
v∈C
(v)(Pv) +
∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v \T
f(e)(Pv) = 0: (12)
We assume that the degree of C is at most d−1 and derive a contradiction. All arcs in
the double sum in (12) are non-active because C is a component. Hence for each arc
e in this sum, f(e) is either at its upper bound u(e), or at its lower bound −u(e′)(e′),
where e′ is the reverse arc to arc e. Let D be the (multi-)set of the denominators of
the input numbers involved in (12):
(1) numbers (v), for each v∈C (|C| numbers);
(2) either number u(e), or numbers u(e′) and (e′), for each non-tree arc e with the
tail in C, where e′ is the reverse arc to arc e (at most 2(deg(C) − 2(|C| − 1))
numbers);
(3) and numbers (e), for each arc e∈T which is in the direction towards the root
node r (|C| − 1 numbers).
Thus, there are at most 2 deg(C) + 162d− 1 numbers in D and each of them is at
most B. Hence, the absolute value of the left-hand side of (12) excluding f(r) is a
fractional number with denominator at most B2d−1, so it is either equal to 0 or greater
than B−2d. This contradicts Eq. (12) because the positive number f(r) is less than
B−2d:
0 ¡ f(r) = f;(r)=(r)6 
f;Bn−1 ¡ B−3d+n 6 B−2d:
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Fig. 6. Strong component considered in Lemma 12.
The second inequality above follows from the fact that if Gf; is a canonical network,
then B−(n−1)6(v)6Bn−1 for each node v.
Lemma 12. Let Gf; be a basic canonical network and let C ∈V\{t} be a strong
component of network Gf; with the following properties. There is exactly one active
but non-contractable edge adjacent to C and there is no residual supply in C. Under
these conditions, if an integer d is such that d¿n and 
f;6B−3d, then the degree
of set C is at least d.
Proof. Let T be the bidirectional tree of active arcs spanning C. Let er;w and ew; r be
the pair of active arcs forming that unique active but non-contractable edge adjacent
to C, and let r ∈C (see Fig. 6). There are no residual supplies in C, so Eq. (10) of
Lemma 10 becomes in this case
− ∑
v∈C
(v)(Pv) +
∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v \(T∪{er;w})
f(e)(Pv) + f(er;w) = 0: (13)
We assume that the degree of set C is at most d− 1 and derive a contradiction in a
similar way as in the proof of Lemma 11. All non-tree arcs with tails in C except arc
er;w are non-active, so each value f(e) in the double sum in Eq. (13) is either at its
upper bound u(e) or at its lower bound −u(e′)(e′), where e′ is the arc reverse to arc
e. Since arcs er;w and er;w do not form a contractable edge, at least one of them must
have small residual capacity, that is
0 ¡ uf;(er;w)6 
f; or 0 ¡ uf;(ew;r)6 
f;:
The &ow value f(er;w) can be expressed in the following two ways:
f(er;w) = u(er;w)− uf(er;w) (14)
= −(ew;r)u(ew;r) + (ew;r)uf(ew;r): (15)
If uf;(er;w)6
f;, then we substitute f(er;w) in (13) according to (14). Now each
term on the left-hand side of (13) except −uf(er;w) involves only the fractional input
numbers. Therefore, by the analogous argument as in the proof of Lemma 11, the
left-hand side of Eq. (13) excluding the term −uf(er;w) is a fractional number with
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Fig. 7. Strong component considered in Lemma 13.
denominator equal to the product of at most 2 deg(C)+ 162d− 1 integers not greater
than B. Thus, the absolute value of this number is either equal to 0 or greater than
B−2d. We obtain contradiction with Eq. (13) because
0 ¡ uf(er;w) = uf;(er;w)=(r)6 
f;Bn−1 ¡ B−3d+n 6 B−2d:
If uf;(er;w)¿
f;, then uf;(ew; r)6
f;. In this case, we substitute f(er;w) in (15)
according to (15) and conclude that the absolute value of the left-hand side of Eq. (13)
excluding the term (ew; r)uf(ew; r) is either equal to 0 or greater than B−2d. We obtain
contradiction with Eq. (13) because (ew; r)uf(ew; r) is positive and smaller than B−2d
(recall that (ew; r)= 1, because arc ew; r is active):
0 ¡ (ew;r)uf(ew;r) = [(ew;r)(w)=(r)][uf;(ew;r)=(w)]
= uf;(ew;r)=(r)6 
f;Bn−1 ¡ B−3d+n 6 B−2d:
Lemma 13. Let Gf; be a basic canonical network and let C ⊆V\{t} be a strong
component of Gf; with the following properties. There is no residual supply in C and
there are exactly two active but non-contractable pairs of reverse arcs 〈ex;p; ep; x〉
and 〈ey;q; eq; y〉 adjacent to C, where p; q∈C. If an integer d is such that d¿n and

f;6B−3d, then
(a) the degree of set C is at least d, or
(b.1) uf;(ep; x)= uf;(ey;q)6
f;, or
(b.2) uf;(ex;p)= uf;(eq;y)6
f;.
Proof. Let T be the bidirectional tree of active arcs spanning C and let r be an
arbitrary node in C. Fig. 7 is an example of a strong component considered in this
lemma. Lemma 12. We assume that the degree of set C is at most d − 1 and show
that one of conditions (b.1) or (b.2) must hold. We proceed in a similar way as in
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proof of Lemma 12. Let f(ep; x)= )p − -p and f(eq;y)= )q − -q, where
)p = u(ep;x)
-p = uf(ep;x)
if 0 ¡ uf;(ep;x)6 
f;; (16)
)p = −(ex;p)u(ex;p)
-p = −(ex;p)uf(ex;p)
otherwise (17)
and )q and -q are de.ned analogously. Take Eq. (10) for this case and substitute
f(ep; x) and f(eq;y) with )p − -p and )q − -q to obtain the following equation:
− ∑
v∈C
(v)(Pv) +
∑
v∈C
∑
e∈E−v \(T∪{ep;x ;eq;y})
f(e)(Pv)
+)p(Pp) + )q(Pq)− -p(Pp)− -q (Pq) = 0: (18)
All terms on the left-hand side of (18) except the last two involve only the fractional
input numbers. Therefore, using the same argument as in the proofs of Lemmas 11 and
12, the absolute value of the left-hand side of (18) without the last two terms must
be either equal to 0 or greater than B−2d. Now we bound the last two terms. If the
&ow value f(ep; x) is such that case (16) applies, then using the fact that (Pv)= 1
for v∈C, we have
0 ¡ -p(Pp) = uf(ep;x)(Pp) = [uf;(ep;x)=(p)][(Pp)(p)=(r)]
= uf;(ep;x)=(r)6 
f;Bn−1 6 B−3d+n−1 6 B−2d−1:
If case (17) applies, then 0¡uf;(ex;p)6
f; (edge {p; x} is not contractable, so the
residual capacities uf;(ep; x) and uf;(ex;p) are not both large) and we have
0 ¡ −-p(Pp) = (ex;p)uf(ex;p)(Pp)
= [(ex;p)(x)=(p)][uf;(ex;p)=(x)][(Pp)(p)=(r)]
= uf;(ex;p)=(r)6 B−2d−1:
Thus 0¡|-p(Pp)|6B−2d−1. Analogously for the term -q(Pq), 0¡|-q(Pq)|6B−2d−1.
Therefore, the terms -p(Pp) and -q(Pq) in (18) must cancel each other, or otherwise
the left-hand side of (18) would not sum up to zero. Moreover, if case (16) applies,
then we must have
0 ¡ uf;(ep;x)=(r) = -p (Pp) = −-q (Pq) = uf;(ey;q)=(r)
and if case (17) applies, then we must have
0 ¡ uf;(ex;p)=(r) = −-p (Pp) = -q (Pq) = uf;(eq;y)=(r):
Hence in case (16), condition (b.1) holds, in case (17) condition (b.2) holds.
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Lemma 14. Let Gf; be a canonical network. If 
f;¡B−(n+1)=2, then at least one
arc in every pair of reverse arcs in Gf; has large residual capacity.
Proof. Let ev;w and ew; v be a pair of reverse arcs and assume that u(ev;w)¿0 (the
capacity of at least one of these two arcs must be positive). The expression uf(ev;w)+
uf(ew; v) is a linear function of the &ow f(ev;w), so its minimum value is
u(ew;v) + (ev;w)u(ev;w)¿ (ev;w)u(ev;w)¿ B−2;
when the &ow f(ev;w) is at its upper bound u(ev;w), or
u(ev;w) + (ew;v)u(ew;v)¿ u(ev;w)¿ B−1;
when the &ow f(ev;w) is at its lower bound −(ew; v)u(ew; v).
If network Gf; is canonical and 
f;¡B−(n+1)=2, then at least one of the residual
capacities uf;(ev;w) and uf;(ew; v) must be large, that is, greater than 
f;, because
their sum is greater than 2
f;:
uf;(ev;w) + uf;(ew;v) = uf(ev;w)(v) + uf(ew;v)(w)
¿ [uf(ev;w) + uf(ew;v)]B−(n−1)
¿ B−2 · B−(n−1) ¿ 2
f;:
6. Proof of Theorem 8
Apply procedure SHRINK to a basic canonical network Gf; such that 
f;6B−3kn,
16k6m=n, and let G(1), G(2) and G(3) denote the networks at the end of steps 1; 2
and 3, respectively. Call a strong component of network Gf; large, if its degree is at
least kn, and small otherwise. The nodes of network G(3) correspond to some strong
components of network Gf;. Call a node of network G(3) large or small, depending
whether it corresponds to a large or small strong component of Gf;. The core of
the proof is to show that network G(3) has O(m=(kn)) nodes. We show this by .rst
showing that network G(3) has at least as many large nodes as the small ones, and
then showing a bound on the number of large strong components of Gf;.
Let C be a component of network Gf; and estimate how many small and large nodes
this component contributes to the .nal network G(3). If C consists of only one strong
component and contains the sink t, then it becomes the sink node in network G(3), and
it may be either large or small. If C consists of only one strong component, does not
contain the sink t, and does not have any residual supply, then it is contracted into a
single node v in network G(1) which is free: for every pair of reverse arcs ev; x and ex; v
in G(1), the residual capacity of one of them is zero (since these arcs do not form an
active edge) and the residual capacity of the other one is large (see Lemma 14). If C
consists of only one strong component but does have residual supply, then Lemma 11
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implies that C is a large component, so it contributes to network G(3) only one node
and this node is large.
For the remaining case, that is, when component C consists of at least two strong
components, let W be the set of nodes of network G(3) contributed by C, and let T
be the tree in G(3) of the active edges spanning W . One node in W may be the sink
or a node with positive residual supply. Let W ′ ⊆ W denote the set of the other nodes
in W . Lemma 12 implies that a node in W ′ which is a leaf of tree T must be large.
Lemma 13 implies that a node in W ′ of degree 2 in T must be also large (otherwise it
would have been shortcut, become a free node, and then removed). Thus, each small
node in W ′ has at least degree 3 in T . There are at most |W |=2 − 1 nodes in T of
degree at least 3, so there are at most |W |=2 small nodes in W .
Let n′ and n′′ denote the number of nodes in G(3) and the number of large nodes in
G(3), respectively. Putting together all cases considered in the previous two paragraphs,
we conclude that n′′¿n′=2−1. At least n′′ strong components of network Gf; are large,
so at least knn′′=2 arcs of Gf; are adjacent to strong components. Thus, m¿knn′′=2,
so n′′62m=(kn) and n′65m=(kn) (assuming that n′¿10). For each pair of nodes v
and w in G(3), there may be at most one large capacity arc from v to w. This and
Lemma 14 imply that there are at most 4 arcs between any two nodes in network G(3):
a small-capacity arc in one direction, a parallel large-capacity arc with a smaller gain
factor, and the two arcs reverse to these two. Hence, the number of arcs m′ in network
G(3) is at most 2(n′)2, so the number of arcs in the network returned by procedure
SHRINK(Gf;) is
min{m;m′}6 min{m; 2(n′)2}6 min
{
m; 2n2; 2
(
5m
kn
)2}
:
7. Further questions
Tardos and Wayne [14] proposed simple combinatorial algorithms for the maximum
generalised &ow problem, including a generalisation of Goldberg and Tarjan’s push-
relabel algorithm for the min-cost &ow problem [5]. Can our network-modi.cation
operations improve the time bounds of those algorithms by factor m=n? Wayne [16]
showed a polynomial-time combinatorial algorithm for the minimum cost generalised
&ow problem. As in the maximum generalised &ow algorithms, the computation of
Wayne’s algorithm ends when the value of &ow is within B−K(m) from optimal. Can
some network-modi.cation operations work for this algorithm?
Polynomial bounds for linear programming problems are probably more commonly
expressed not in terms of parameter B but in terms of the parameter L =
∑{log(i +
1) : i ∈ Dint}, where Dint is the set of the enumerators and denominators of the
fractional input numbers (that is, L is the binary length of the input). Since L =
O(m log B), we can always substitute in upper time bounds term L with m log B,
but term log B cannot be substituted with L=m without further argument. In Theo-
rem 2, the B−m bound on the residual supply can be replaced with 2−O(L) (see the
proofs of this theorem in [4,7]). This implies that algorithm A of Section 3 computes
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near-optimal &ows in O(L) iterations and the running times of Goldfarb et al’s algo-
rithms are O˜(m2L). Can our analysis be extended to show that maximum generalised
&ows can be computed in O˜(nmL) time?
And .nally, do the network-modi.cation operations presented in this paper bring us
any closer to settling the big open question of computing maximum generalised &ows
in strongly polynomial time?
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